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.COAGULATIVE PROPERTIES OF BLOOD AND TISSUES OF THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN
1
·EXPOSURE TO ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
Moscow KARDIOLOGIYA in Russian No 3, 1978 pp 107-110
[Article by V. Ye. Kuksinski y, Departmen t of Normal Physiolog y and Departmen t
of Physics of the Chitinski y Medical Institute ].
[Text] The cardiovas cuiar system occupies one of the first places in sensitivity to the effect of electroma gnetic fields. Cardiovas cular pathology
among individua ls exposed ty systemati c irradiatio n is found 2.;;.3 times more
often than among the workers of other specialti es [ 6, 8] • A disorder in the
electroma gnetic pattern of the biosphere , and an increase in the intensity
of the electroma gnetic fields on days of solar activity are often accompani ed
by an increase in the frequency of cases of myocardia l infarct [11, 12, 16, 22].
In relation to the fact that such a type of condition is often accompani ed by
thrombohe morrhagic complicat ions it is very important to study what changes
occur in the system of blood coagulati on during electroma gnetic exposure.
Material and Methods

f,

The subject of study was 50 albino rats exposed to prolonged action of a lowfrequency electroma gnetic field (frequenc y 1000 Hz, intensity 30 v/cm, daily
exposure 20 min.). In the first series of observati ons the rats were irradiated for 8 days, and in the second series--2 0 days. After the experiment, under thiopenta l narcosis the heart was punctured and a blood sample
was taken; then the animals were killed and the heart and aorta were removed.
Fragments of tissue were carefully washed from the blood, weighed on analytical scales, homogeniz ed in a physiolog ical solution in a. ratio of 1:30,
and centrifug ed for 10 min at 1500 rpm. The resulting supernata nt liquid
was used for analyses, as well as to make dilutions of 100, 1,000 and
10,000 times. In an anologous way blood and tissue extracts were obtained
from the control animals that were not exposed to the electroma gnetic field.
Due to the insuffici ent amount of blood in the rats for studying the coagulation propertie s of tissue extracts the heterogen eous plasma of two dog
donors was used.

1

..
Such indices were studied as recalcifica tion time [23], thrombin time [18],
tolerance of plasma for heparin [27], prothrombin consumption [4] and
fibrinolyti c activity of euglobulins [25].
The findings were processed by the method of·variatio nal statistics, and the
index of reliability for experimenta l and control results was computed [21].
Results and Discussion
As the studies indicated the electromagn etic field has a pronounced effect
on the tissue and plasma factors of blood coagulation (see table).
Extracts of the cardiac aorta of control and test animals sharply reduce the
recalcifica tion'time, and increase the consumption of prothrombin even in
dilution of 1:10,000. At the same time homogenates possess pronounced
fibrinolyti c activity.
;

After 8-day exposure to the electromagn etic field the coagulation activity
of the tissues is drastically reduced. This is expressed in the lengthening
of the recalcifica tion time, a drop in the tolerance of plasma for heparin,
and a decrease in the consumption of prothrombin under the influence of tissue
extracts. A rise in the thromboplas tic and fibrinolyti c activity of the
blood is also observed.
In 20-day exposure even greater inactivatio n is noted both of the tissue and
the plasma factors of coagulation and fibrinolysi s.
In our previous studies it was shown that a single exposure to electromagn etic
factors of the animal organism inhibits the thromboplas tic and increases the
anticoagula nt activity of the blood [15]. Analogous data have been obtained
by other researchers [10, 19, 24] who studied the reaction of the coagulating system of the blood with single electromagn etic exposure.
In this study it has been established that 8-day irradiation is accompanied
by activation. of blood coagulation and fibrinolysi s on a background of the
inhibition of the tissue coagulation activity.
The findings can be explained most simply from the position of the hypothesis advanced by B. I. Kuznik and V. F. Rusyayev [5, 13]. As is known
the cellular membrane consists of phospholipi ds which exert a powerful
thromboplas tic effect. Polarizatio n of the membrane in the electromagn etic
field promotes the release of the thromboplas tic factor both into the
environment and within the cell. In fact, such a conclusion confirms experimental results in which we observed the release of the thromboplas tic factor
from the formed blood components and the vascular wall [15]. The emergence
of these substances into the environment , in particular into the vascular
channel must be accompanied by activation of the blood coagulating system.
Thus a change in the thromboplas tic and fibrinolyti c activity of the blood
during exposure to the electromagn etic field has a phase nature.
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Effect of Low-Frequency Electromagnetic Field on Coagulation Properties of
Rat Blood and Tissues
Studied index .

·1

Statis
tical
index
Recalcification . Mk
time, s
--'-m
M1
-+- m
-p
M

2
-+- m
P·

Tolerance of
plasma for
heparin, s

Mk
+m
M1
+m
p
M2
+m
p

Consumption of
prothrombin, s

Mk
+m
. M1
+m
p
M2
+m
p

Thrombin times

Mk
-I- m
Ml
--+- m
p
M2
+m
p

Fibrinolysis,
min

Mk
-t- m
Ml
+m
p
M2
-+- m

~

.1

K

p

Aorta
2
3

1

4

Heart
2
3

97
tl.57 20
43
tt.02
74
31
48
96
9.3
6.1
0.7
2.6
4.6
6.8 1.2 · 3 .4
5.4
68
24
84
50
38
tl.17
56
ti.OS
4.4
2.4
0.8
5.2
5.7 1.3 3.9
4.3
0. OJ
0.01 0.05 0.1
0.2 0.01 . 0.1 · 0 .05
116··
26
56
tl.20
t1.00
40
64
h4
6.5
1.1
2.7
5.7
7.1 2.2 4 .5. 5.1··
0. 0~
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.1 0.01 . 0.01 0.02
291 334. 63
tl.07
tl.49
~05 1101 133 207
18.1 . 22.5 4.8
6.1
9.3 12.0 6.2 7.8
9.4
173
72
147
tI.12
t209 1117 14·4 221
14.3
7.2
5.0
8.1 11.4 7.1 8.1 10.5
o. 00]
0.2
-- -- -- 0.1
-347
79
tl.24
J.64
t234 128. 1152 227
26.7
7.0
5.1
8.4 14.6 6.6 . 7. 7 11.4
0. 0~
0.05 0.1
0.2
0.2 0.0] . 0.1
0.2
46
17 1,020 482
4.2 1..4
87 45
62
980 424
5.5
63 37
0. 0~
-- 0.3
860 385
33
52 31
4.1
o.o~
0.2 0.1
66
33
31
5.4 1. 2 0.7
59
30
5.2
1.1

--

--

62
6.1

33
1. 2
0.2
18
2.3
20
3.4

--

226
30
209
24

34
4.6

--

--

49
11
42
7.1

--

31
6.3
0.2

19 866 1367
42
0.8 69
8.8
42
20 768 3.07
32
2.1 44
30
6.1
-- 0.2 0.2 0.2
20 b60 126'4
27
24.
2.2 37
3.4
-- 0.01 0.05 0.1
32
0.6
32
0.8

4
120
6.1
127
7.1

--

133
7.3
0.1
267
15.6
278
18.7

--

290
20.1

--

19
1.2
18

1.4

--

18
1.6

--

--

'

31
1.1

--

22
3.1
22
2.8

--

'

624
21
23
126
2.7
4.4
p
0.01
0.2
-Note: 1, 2, 3, 4--dilutions of tissues respectively 30, 100, 1,000 and 10,000
times, Kk--indices of rat blood, Kp--donor plasma, Mk, M1, M2--control rats and
those irradiated for 8 and 20 days; p--reliability of differences of corresponding results.
I
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.. The fir~t phc1se is characte rized by an increase in '.the thrombo lytic activity .
of tne tissues, and its decrease in the blood. · As we showed previou sly
.
hypocoa gulemia during single irradiat ion is determin ed by the inhibiti on of
plasma factors of blood coagula tion· [14]. ••·However here' the. thromop lastic
tissue compounds are stimula ted. These results, apparen tly, should. be
e:xplaine d by the ability of the electrom agnetic field to. release thromboplastic compounds not only into the environm ent, but also into the cellular
cytoplas m.
.

.

.An foci-ease in the lertgth of exposure to the physica l factor is accompa nied
by a drcip in the thrombo plastic activity of the tissues, and its rise in the
blood. Evident ly the hyperco agulatio n shift is governed by the release of
thrombo plastic from·the tissues of the cardiov ascular system into the bloodstream. Such a conclusi on is confirme d by the reductio n in coagula ting
ability of the tissue homogen ates. It should be noted that with a fairly
long or intensiv e exposure to electrom agnetic factors the first hypocoa gulant
phase can be lacking , and in the bloodstr eam hyperco agula tion is immedia tely _· -· ·
detected [1, 2, 20]. This will be observed in that case if inactiva tion of
· the plasma factors is compens ated for by the release of thrombo plastic
compounds from the tissues.
Apparen tly the examined mechanism should also be used to explain the sharp
increase in the thrombo hemorrh agic complic ations during the change in the
electrom agnetic. pattern of the earth's biosphe re on days of increase d solar
activity . Moreove r the stated conclusi ons make it possible to interpre t
both the thrombic and hemorrh agic complic ations which are found in clinica l
practice and which are differen t phases of the same patholo gical process
produced by a physica l factor. The results obtained in this study very·
clearly correla te with the experim ental studies of other authors who established the phase nature of reaction s in the blood coagula ting system during
chronic irradiat ion of animals by electrom agnetic fields of varying frequency and intensit y [9, 26, 28].
An analogou s phase nature is revealed in an analysis of the fibrinol ytic

activity . Thus in particu lar on the magneti cally active days the initial
inhibiti on of the blood's lysing ability [12] is further accompa nied by the
activati on of the fibrino lytic system [7]. With a longer exposure inhibiti on
of the blood's ability to dissolve fibrin clots is again observed [17].
Our experim ents establis hed that the lengthy exposure (for 20 days) results
in an inhibiti on of the coagula ting and fibrino lytic ability of the blood
and tissues. It should be as,stnned that here the coagula tion potentia l of
the cells is exhauste d, and inactiva tion of the factors of coagula tion in
the bloodstr eam occurs. Analogo us shifts were observed during the action
of the condens er field on blood coagula tion in humans by other research ers
as well [29]. It is importan t to stress that here the morphol ogical damages
to the cells are revealed which are expresse d in the dystroph ic changes in
the cytoplas m [3]. These results serve as yet another signific ant confirm ation of the hypothe sis that the electrom agnetic fields elic_it such a type
of shift not only in the bloodstr eam, but also in the cytoplas m of individu al
cells.
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The examined mechanism for the reaction of the blood coagulation system during
exposure to electromagnetic fields makes it possible to eliminate the difficulties fo evaluating the pathological shifts which are determined by the
phase nature of the reaction both of the blood and the tissues. Therefore
Lherapeutic measures must be taken with mandatory regard for the length and
intensity of.exposure of the organism to the electromagnetic field, as well
as for the phase of the reaction of the blood coagulation system.
Conclusions
1. As a result of exposure of rat organisms to an electromagnetic field the
phase nature of changes in the coagulation properties of the heart and aorta
are observed.

2. Irradiation of rats by an electromagnetic field for 8 days is accompanied
by an increase irt the coagulating and fibrinolytic activity of the blood
with a simultaneous inhibition of the thromboplastic compounds of the heart
and cardiac wall. ·
3. An increase in length of exposure to 20 days results in inactivation of
both the tissue and the plasma factors in blood coagulation and fibrinolysis.
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PROLIFERATidN OF BONE MARROW CELLS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF SUPERHIGH INTENSITY
STEADY MAGNETIC FIELDS
. Leningra d TSITOLOGIYA in Russian No 6, 1978 pp 717-720
[Article by A. D. Strzhizh ovskiy and G. V. Galaktio nova, Institut e of Biomedical, Problem s,· USSR Ministry of Health, Moscow, submitte d 8 Feb 77]
[Text] Summary: A study was made of the effects of 9.942.4 kOe steady magnetic fields (SMF) with an intensit y gradient of 0.2-3.5 kOe/cm for 0.5-24 hon mitotic activity

and quantity of bone marrow cells in mice. It was demonstrated that brief exposure stimula tes mitotic activity and
long exposure depresse s it; the severity of depressi on is
directly related to intensit y and intensit y gradien t of
SMF. The longer the exposure and the higher the intensit y
of SMF, the slower the rate of restorat ion of mitotic index
to the base level after exposure . In those cases where inhibition of mitotic activity is the most marked, a decrease in
number of bone marrow cells is observed . No increase in incidence of aberran t mitoses in bone marrow cells was observed
under the influenc e of SMF.
The wide use of SMF in science and technolo gy is the reason for increase d interest in their biologic al effects (Busby, 1968). However, the informa tion
in the literatu re concerni ng the effects of SMF on the mammalian organism ,
particu larly the cytogen etic effects of SMF in vivo, is very inadequ ate. For
this reason, we conducte d a compreh ensive study of prolifer ation of cells of
the corneal epitheli um with exposure to SMF with various paramet ers, and
this enabled us to determin e the nature of correlat ion between changes in
mitotic activity of epithel ial cells, duration of exposure and physica l para-•
meters of fields (Strzhiz hovskiy , Galaktio nova, 1976).
The objectiv e of this investig ation was to demonst rate the tissular specific s
of this effect. For this purpose , we examined the bone marrow reaction s to
SMF and compared them to analogou s reaction s observed in the corneal epithelium.

8

Methods
.Experime nts were conducted using a supercond ucting electroma gnetic, the active
zone of which was cylindric al in shape, 7.5 cm in diameter. · The generated
electroma gnetic field was directe·d horizonta lly. In the middle of the
active zone, the intensity of SMF const1tut ed 42.8 kOe and at the ends, 18 cm
to either side of the middle, it dropped to 5.0 kOe. There was no pulsa,tion
of.· SMF intensity .

•·

Experimen tal mice in plexiglas container s were placed in different parts of
the active zone and exposed to SMF for 0.5, l, 3, 8 and 24 h using the
four following levels of intensity and intensity gradient of SMF: 9. 9 kOe',
1.6 kOe/cm; 25.4 kOe, 3.5 kOe/cm; 39.4 kOe, 1.1 kOe/cm; 42.4 kOe, 0.2 kOe/cm.
During exposure, the mice were abieto move freely within the container .
They were provided with feed arid fresh air, by means of forced ventilati on.
At different times after removing the experimen tal animals from the active
. zone, they were decapitat ed, concurren tly with control animals, and determina tion was made of number of karyocyte s per femur, as well as integral mi.to tic
index of bone marrow and incidence of aberrant mitoses at the anaphase stage
(bridges and acentric fragments ). We determine d the number of karyocyte s
by the method of Mantz (1957). We calculate d the mitotic index after counting
mitoses among 3000-5000 cells on smears fixed with methyl alcohol and stained
with methylene blue. In all, we used 390 animals in the.exper iments and
analyzed 768 bone marrow preparati ons.
Results and Discussio n
As shown by the results of determini ng the mitotic index at different times
after discontin uing exposure to 39.4 kOe SMF, with an intensity gradient of
1.1 kOe/cm, for 0.5, 1 and 3 h (Figure 1), we observed stimulati on of mitotic
activity of bone marrow immediate ly after 0.5-h exposure; however, this was
· brief and by the 2d h the mitotic index was virtually back to normal. Exposure for 1 h eli.cited brief inhibitio n of mitotic activity, the severity
and particula rly duration of which increased sharply with increase in exposure
time to 3 h. Concurren tly, there was some change in the aftereffe ct curves.
In the case of 1-h exposure, restoratio n of mitotic activity began immediate ly
after exposure, whereas after 3-h exposure depressio n of mitotic activity
continued to increase for some time. The mitotic index of bone marrow of
mice exposed to 39.4 kOe, 1.1 kOe/cm, SMF for 8 and 24 h was determine d only
immediate ly after exposure. It constitut ed 83.7±7.2 and 74.9±6.7% of the
normal value, respectiv ely.
The results of determina tion of mitotic index at different times after termination of 3-h exposure to SMF with the three other levels of intensity and intensity gradients are illust~at ed in Figure 2. Along with the curve of changes
in mitotic activity after 3-h exposure to SMF with parameter s of 39.4 kOe and
1.1 kOe/cm illustrate d in Figure le, they demonstra te the correlatio n between
the effect under study and physical parameter s of the field in the case of
constant duration of exposure. First of all, we should mention the substanti al
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differences in nature of curves of change in mit:6·tic activity oht~ined
intensity gradients in excess of or less . than 1 k0e/cm-.
the former case
(Figure le, Figure 2a a11d b), with all levels of mean intensity of SMF, it
induced reversible inhibition of mitot_ic activity, whereas in the latter
case (Figure 2c), in spite of the maximum intensity of the field, no inhibition
was observed.
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Figure 1.
Changes in mitotic activity of bone
marrow cells after exposure to SMF
with parameters of 39.4 k0e and
1.1 k0e/cm. X-axis, time after exposure, h; y-axis, mitotic index,
% of coritrol
a, b, c) exposure for 0.5, 1 and
3 h, respectivel y
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· Figure 2.
Changes in mitotic activity of bone
marrow cells after 3-h exposure to SMF
varying in intensity and intensity
gradient. X and y axes, same as in
Figure 1.
a) 9.9 k0e, 1.6 k0e/cm
b) 25.4 k0e, 3.5 k0e/cm
c) 42 k0e, 0.2 k0e/cm
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Figure 3.
Changes in number of bone marrow
cells after 3-h exposure to SMF
with different levels of intensHy
and field intensity gradient.
X-axis, time after exposure, h;
y-axis, number of cells in femur,
% of control.
a) _9.9 kOe, 1.6 _kOe/cm
b) 25.4 kOe, 3.5 kOe/cm
c) 39.4 kOe, 1.1 kOe/cm

Minimum values of mitotic index, ·inherent in 3-h expos~re to SMF with.parameters of 9. 9 kOe and L 6 kOe/ cm,
25.4 kOe and 3.5 kOe/cm, 39.4 Koe and
1.1 kOe/cm constitute 72.4±7.6, 53.2±6.3
and 65.5±8.7%, respectively. The observed correlation between the effect
and physical parameters of the field
can be interpreted in the simplest way
on the basis of the assumption that the
severity of depression of mitotic activity increases with increase in both
intensity and gradient thereof. The
absence of inhibition of mitotic activity in the case of 3-h exposure to
SMF with parameters of 42.4 kOe and
0.2 kOe/cm is indicative of the possibility of existence of a threshold
value of intensity gradient in the
range of 0.2-1.1 kOe/cm, below which
there is no inhibitory effect from
SMF, even with rather high level$ of
intensity. The rate of restoration of
mitotic activity is somewhat differently
related to the physical parameters of
the field. Normalization of mitotic
index occurs about 1 day after 3-h ·
exposure to SMF with parameters of
9.9 kOe and 1.6 kOe/cm, 2 days after
exposure to SMF with parameters of
25.4 kOe and 3.5 kOe/cm, and 5 days
after exposure to SMF with parameters
of 39.4 kOe and 1.1 kOe/cm. Thus, the
rate of recovery diminishes monotonously with increase in SMF intensity,
whereas no correlation was demonstrable
between it and intensity gradient.

On the basis of the data obtained from
the study of the effects of SMF on
mitotic activity, we should expect
impairment of the balance between reproduction and migration of bone marrow
cells to the periphery, and the severer and longer the inhibition of cell
division; the more marked such impairment should be. The results of counting
karyocytes in the mouse femur at different times after 3-h exposure to SMF
inducing the most marked changes in mitotic activity are illustrated in
Figure 3. We failed to demonstrate any changes in number of cells under all
other exposure conditions.
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It is easy to see that the numbe~ of ··bone mar·row cells. decreases .for the first
2 days after exposure to SMF; however, it rapidly reverts to normal thereafte r.
The minimum number of cells, inherent in 3-h exposure to SMF with parameter s
of 9. 9 kOe and 1. 6 kOe/ cm, 25. 4 kOe and 3. 5 kOe/ cm, 39. 4 kOe and 1. 1 kOe/ cm
constitut es 9.16±4.5, 89.0:±4.6 and 78.6±5.1% of normal, resp.ectiv ely. · According to the rate of decrease in number of cells, .the effects in question do
not induce acute celluiar destructi on and the impaired balance between
reproduct ion and migration is indeed the chief cause of the observed effect.
The presence of definite correlatio ns between severity and duration of inhibition of mitotic activity, on the one hand, and minimum values of cell number,
on the other, is also in favor .of this conclusio n.
The incidence of chromosom al aberratio ns is an important indicator of the
condition of genetic structure s of tissular cells. We failed to demonstra te
an increase in incidence of aberrant mitoses in bone marrow cells as a result
of exposure to SMF with the intensity and duration of exposure used. However,
it should be mentioned that when anaphases are examined only rather gross
lesions to chromosom es are recorded. For this reason, we cannot rule out the
possibili ty of finer chromosom al disturban ces and related long-term sequelae
of exposure to SMF.
If we compare the changes in mitotic activity of bone marrow cells and corneal
epithelium (Strzhizh ovskiy, Galaktion ova, 1976) in response to SMF with the
same physical parameter s, we shall find substanti al differenc es. While
mitotic activity in the corneal epithelium began to recovery -after removal of
experimen tal animals from the active zone of the electroma gnetic, under all
SMF condition s used, mitotic activity in bone marrow continued t:o decline in
a number of cases for several hours after discontin uing exposure. The rate
of restoratio n of mitotic activity in bone marrow is considera bly lower,
so that one can observe a statistic ally reliable decrease in number of cells
in this tissue, which is not demonstra ble in corneal epithelium . Unlike the
corneal epithelium , bone marrow failed to demonstra te reliable signs of
adaptatio n to SMF with any of the combinati ons of physical parameter s tested.
All this leads us to the conclusio n that bone.marr ow is more sensitive to
strong magnetic fields.
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POSSIBILITY OF ATTENUATING THE ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ALTERNATING CURRENT
POWER LINES AS A RESULT OF NEW DESIGNS AND CIRCUIT CHANGES
KishirievIZVESTIYA AKADEMII NAUK MOLDAVSKOY SSR, SERIYA FIZIKO-TEKHNICHESKIKH
I MATEMATICHESKIKH NAUK in Russian No 1, 1978 pp 73-79
[Article by V. M. Postolatiy and S. P. Putyatin]
[Text] There are plans to further raise nominal voltage to increase the
carrying capacity of .electric power lines (EPL). In the USSR;: there are
already well-functioning EPL in the voltage class of 750 kV, and there are
preparations in progress for installing EPL with ultrahigh voltage of 1150 kV.
And this is far from the maximum. EPL in the voltage range of up to.2000 kV
are a matter of the realistic future [l]. However, some qualitatively new
problems arise in developing and operating them, other than the ones that
are encountered in designing lower voltage EPL.
One of the problems is to lower the ecological effects of superhigh and ultrahigh voltage EPL. Exposure of man and animals to such lines presents a
threat to their health and, in some cases, life. The extent of the effect
on man of the electrical field generated by a line depends on the field
intensity. The permissible levels of field intensity and time of exposure
to it by the personnel of substations and superhigh voltage lines, subject to
the prolonged and regular influence of electromagnetic fields are regulated
in the USSR in accordance with [2]. The permissible exposure time tl?er for
service personnel in electric fields varying in intensity E, kV/m, without
protection can be determined using the following equation [3]:
log tper = 3.5 - 0.125 E.

(1)

The opinion is held that 15 kV/m should be considered as a "critical" voltage,
at which exposure of personnel to an electric field constitutes 90 min per
day [2], whereas this time constitutes only 10 min in the case of a 20 kV/m
field. The set time standards apply to the personnel of substations and
superhigh voltage lines who undergo regular occupational examinations in
order to monitor their helath status. As for the public, that is forced to
be regularly or periodically exposed to the influence of the electrical field
of a line, by virtue of some circumstances or other, no standards have yet
been set. However, it is expected that they will be even more strict that
for service personnel.
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Estim ates of elec tric field s at grou nd leve l
in the case of the trad ition ally
desig ned 1150-kV EPL indi cate that here the maxim
um valu e of E can reach
30 kV/m or more , whic h is not perm issib le.
To lowe r E, it becomes nece ssary
to incre ase EPL clear ance [or dime nsion s], crea
te right -of-w ay zone s along
the rout e of the line s, and use spec ial prot ectio
n for serv ice pers onne l,
whic h resu lts in incre asin g the cost of the line
and addi tion al expe nditu res
of mate rial.
Cons eque ntly, lowe ring the ecol ogic al influ ence
of EPL of supe rhigh and ultra high volta ges cons titut es a very impo rtant tech
nica l and economic task , and
resea rch that is pursu ed in thi. area is of defi
nite time lines s. Any tech nica l
solu tions and prop osals that lowe r the ecol ogic
al effe cts of .EPL meri t the
clos est inve stiga tion .
In this artic le, we shal l disc uss the poss ibili
ty of lowe ring the ecol ogic al
effe cts of sing le- and .dou ble-c ircui t alter nati
ng curr ent EPL by means of
appr oxim ating phas es. With resp ect to mul ticir
cuit EPL, redu ction of inter phas e
and inte rcirc uit dista nces is discu ssed in comb
inati on with a chan ge in
phas e shif t of tripl e-ph ase volta ge syste ms appl
ied to the circ uits , with
diffe rent comb inati ons of magn itude there of.
EPL of this type were prop osed
in [4], whil e a desc ripti on of thei r disti ncti
ons was give n in [5].
·
\
.
At any poio t M of the area unde r an EPL (Figu
re 1), the volta ge of the elec tric
field equa ls:
(2)

I

wher e Ey and Ez are the hori zont al and vert ical
comp onen ts, resp ectiv ely,
of the field grad ient, deter mine d by using the
follo wing :
E =-1 Y

21t, 11

n
(~

.

1

B1 Req;

)2 + (

n

,~t

.

B1lmq 1

(3)

(4)

wher e Ai and Bi are coef ficie nts deter mine d by
geom etric dista nces :

(5)
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Here, Yi and zi are coordinates of the ith wire; Yi, (-zi) are coordinates of
the mirror image of the ith wire; y and z are coordinates of the points of
measurement of M; qi= Reqi+jIMqi. is the charge of the ith wire (cable) as
determined with the Maxwell system of equations for a system of n wires
(cables); Eo = 1/4TT•9•10 9 , F/m is the electrical constarit.
These equations were used to calculate the intensity of electric fields of
different types of lines. We submit below an arialysis of the results
obtained.
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Figure 1.
Geometric distances for estimation of
intensity of electric field under' EPL:

0

.6

i,

1-6) phase wires
4i) charge. of ith wire
-qi) mirror image of ith wire
M) a certain point in space that is
being considered
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As we have already mentioned the main practical step taken to lower the ecolo~
gical effects of EPL is to increa~e their clearance.
For single-circuit lines of a specified design, the intensity of the field
under the extreme phase undergoes a change that is inversely proportionate
to clearance of the wire to the degree of 1.38-1.4 f6]. Knowing estimated
voltage E1 and clearance h1, we can determine clearance h 2 , which provides
for any other value of intensity E:

hence,
Ig h 2

= lg£ 1,38lgE2
1 -

lglz,.

The maximum intensity of an elec.tric field under a 1150-kV line, with hori~
zontal arrangement of phases decreases by 47% with increase in line clearance
from 10 to 15 m. An increase in height of suspension of wires is the most
radical means of lowering field intensity under the line, but involves an
increase in major expenditures.
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A substantial drop of intensity of the electric field at ground surface can
be obtained at the same clearance by reducing the distances between adjacent
phases. The curves in Figure 2 illustrate the reduction of field intensity
under a 750-kV line when the line phases are put closer together at a distance
of D, which is the minimum permissible distance according to switch overvoltage
conditions. As compared to the original 750-kV EPL, there is a 24.2% decrease
in ecological effects when the phases are approximated.

E, kV/m

Figure 2.
Changes in voltage Eat points situated
2 m above ground surface in a plane
perpendicular to wi~es in the middle
of a span of single-circuit 750-kV EPL
when xis removed from the projection
of the middle phase (horizontal location of phases hh = 9 m; 9xAS0-300
wires) and at following D:
1) 14 m
2) 5 m
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Reduction of interphase distances results in increase in capacity of each
wire (and, consequently, in carrying capacity of single-circuit EPL) and
reduction of critical voltage o.f corona Uk [1].
To comply with the restrictions for coronal discharge, we have to increase the number of components n
in each phase, which results in some increase in field intensity at ground
surface, although its level is still lower (by 10-15%) than with the conventional distance between phases and original number of splits.
The recommendations referable to reduction of the ecological effects of
single-circuit, triple-phase EPL are quite acceptable for ordinary doublecircuit alternating current EPL.
Let us discuss the results of studies of levels of electric fields generated
by EPL [4, 5]. Since reciprocal self-compensation of parameters is inherent
in them, and it can be controlled, we shall refer to them hereafter as CSAL
(controllable.self-compensating aerial lines).
CSAL are two-circuit or multicircuit lines, the triple-phase circuits of which
are at the minimum permissible distances from one another, according to the
conditions of interphase overvoltage de. In addition, the angle of shift of
vectors of three-phase systems of voltages of approximated circuits 0 changes
in the course of operation of the line from Oto 180°. The main element is
the operating mode with.0 = 180°, when CSAL have the largest carrying capacity,
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which is up to 1.5 times greate r·than the carryin g capaci ty of ordinar
y twocircui t EFL in the same categor y of voltage .

E, kV/m
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Figure 3.
Maximum intens ity of electri c field
under CSAL as functio n of height of
wires in the middle of a span with
"circui ~ under circui t" phases
1, 2, 3, 4) CSAL of 1150 kV, D = 23 m;
rp (splitt ing radius )= 0.65 m;
de= 10 m, llxAS0- 300 wires
5, 6, 7, 8) CSAL of 750 kV, D = 14 m;
r~ = 0.375 m, de= 5 m, 9xAS0-300
wires
9, 10, 11, 12) CSAL of 500 kV, D = 7.5 m,
r~ = 0.25 m, de= 3.8 m, 5xAS0-300
wires
With the followi ng values of 0:
1,5,9 )0°
2, 6, 10) 60°
3, 7, 11) 120°
4, 8, 12) 180°
Here and in followi ng figures :
YCBJl) CSAL
KB kV
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Figure f illustr ates the levels oLinte nsity of electri c field E under
twocircui t 'tsAL varying in voltage as functio n of height of wires in the
middle
of the span with a "circu it under circui t" config uration of phases .
The
functio ns are illustr ated for differe nt angles 0 of the phase shift.
We
see that the most desirab le angle, from the standp oint of reducin g the
ecologica l effects of the EFL is 0 = 180°, i.e., a "counte rphase" mode,
with
which the vectors of electri c field voltage , genera ted by the corresp onding
phases of adjace nt circui ts are directe d in differe nt directi ons and,
consequently , compen sate one anothe r to a signifi cant extent .

·•

Figure 4 illustr ates compar ative levels of E for 750-kV lines, referab
le to
an ordinar y single circui t line (curve 1) and CSAL (curve 2) operati ng
in the
"counte rphase" of circui t voltage (with de= 5 m). With the same clearan
ce,
CSAL genera tes 25.6% less maximum voltage of E.
The depend ence of voltage Eon angle 0 can impose some restric tions on
the
choice of the range of regula ting angle 0 for CSAL. This must be decided
in
each specifi c instanc e, and it is not discuss ed in this article .
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E, kV/m
· Figure 4.. , ...···
Changes in voltage at points 2 m above
ground surface.along the axis traversing
the middle of the span of a 750-kV EPL
in a transverse direction (9xAS0-300,
D = 14 m, hh = 9 m, rp = 0.375 m)
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As in the case of single-circuit lines, increasing the height at which the
wires are suspended above ground is a rather effective means of lowering the.
ecological influence of CSAL. Thus with increase in clearance for 1150-kV CSAL
from 11 to 16 m, with the phases placed "one circuit under the other" and
with a distance between adjacent phases of one circuit D = 23 m, the
voltage drops from 29,3 to 15 kV/m (curve 4 in Figure 3), or by almost 49%.

E, kV/m
Figure 5.
Maximum intensity of electric field
under CSAL as function of distance
above the ground of wires in the middle
of a span, with horizontal position of
all phases and approximation thereof
(pulling up) in the middle of the span:

1;0

30

1, 2, 3, 4) 1150 kV, D = 20 m, rp = 0.65 m,
de= 10 m, llxAS0-300 wires
5, 6, 7, 8) 750 kV, D = 10 m, rp = 0.375 m,
de= 5 m, 9xAS0-300 wires
9, 10, 11, 12) 500 kV, D = 7.6 m, rp = 0.25 m,
de= 3.8 m, 5xAS0-300 wires
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With the following 0:
1, 5, 9) 0°
2, 6, 10) 60°
3, 7, 11) 120°
4, 8, 12) 180°
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E, kV/m

Figure 6.
Maximum intensity of electric field
under CSAL as function of height of
wires in middle of span, with "one
circuit under another" phases a:nd
approxim ation of both the circuits and
circuit phases
1, 2, 3, 4) 1150 kV, D = 10 m, rp = 0.65 m,
llxAS0-30 0 wires
5, 6, 7, 8) 750 kV, D = 5 m, rp = 0.375 m,
9xAS0-300 wires
9, 10, 11, 12) 500 kV, D = 3.8 m, rp = 0.25 m,. ·
5xAS0-300 wires
With the following 0:
1, 5, 9) 0°
3, 7, 11) 120°
2, 6, 10) 60°
4, 8, 12) 180°

In addition to approxima ting the circuits of the CSAL, the phases of the circuits can be approxima ted. By shortenin g the distances between adjacent
phases of each of the ciruits there is further decrease in intensity of the
electric field near the surface of the ground. Thus, for 1150-kV CS~, with
the phases arranged in "one circuit under another," by decreasin g the phase
distance from 23 to 10 m there is an additiona l 10% decrease in E. As a
result, this method of executing EPL in the form of CSAL makes it possible
to lower significa ntly the intensity of the elec~ric field near the ground.
Figure 5 illustrat es the results of estimates Of intensity E for CSAL with
approxima tion of phases of both different and the same circuits (distance s
de and D) with horizonta l location of all phases, and Figure 6 illustrat es
results with the "one chain under another" configura tion.
When the main objective is not to increase the carrying capacity, but merely
to lower the ecologica l influence of the line, it is sufficien t to use lower
voltage in one of the CSAL circuits, placing it under the main circuit with
highest voltage. In this case, there can be the following combinati ons of
CSAL voltages: 1150 and 500 (330 or 220) kV, 750 and 330 (220 .or 110) kV, etc.
Figure la illustrat es the maximum values of E for an electric field 2 m above
ground surface, with 750-kV CSAL with various combinati ons of circuit voltage
in the "counterp hase" mode. Figure 7b illustrat es the phase configura tion of
one of the CSAL variants. There is a voltage of 750 kV in top circuit A',B',C'
and either 110, 220, 330 or 400 kV in the bottom one, A", B", C". The dots in
Figure la show maximum values of intensity E.
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Figure 7.

Level of intensities of electric field under 750 kV li.nes
in different variants

1) for single-circuit 750-kV aerial line with clearance h = 11 m (according
to [7]); 1'--13 m, 1"--13.5 m, 1"' ..:._9 m
2) for 750/100-kV CSAL (arranged as shown in b, 750 kV circuit--A',B',C',
6xASU-240 wire, splitting radius rp = 0.3 m, b = 3 m, D1 = 18 m, h1 = 11;
110-kV circuit, A",B",C", lxASU-400 wires, D2 = 21 m, h2 = 6 m, de= 5 m)
3) for 750/220-kV CSAL (arranged as shown in b, 750-kV circuit--6xASU-240,
rp = 0.3 m, b = 3 m, D1 = 19.5 m, h1 = 13 m; 220-kV circuit--2xASU-240,
rp = 0.2 m, D2 = 23.5 m, h2 = 6 m, de= 7 m)
4) for 750/330-kV CSAL (arranged as shown in b, 750-kV circuit--6xASU-240,
rp = 0.3 m, b = 3 m, D1 = 19.5 m, h1 = 13.5 m; 330-kV circuit--3xASU-240,
rp = 0.231 m, D - 23.5 m, h2 ~ 7~5 m, de= 6 m)
5) for 750/400-kV CSAL (arranged as shown in b, 750-kV circuit--6xASU-240,
rp = 0.3 m, b = 3 m, D1 - 19.5 m, h1 = 13.5 m; 400-kV circuit--3xASU-240,
rp = 231 m, D2 = 23.5 m, h2 = 7.5 m, de= 6 m) ·
·
6) for 750/750-kV CSAL (arranged as shown inc, 9xAS0-300 wires, rp = 0.375 m,
D = 10 m, de= 5 m, h = 11 m, 6 --the same with h =: 13.5 m)
The figure shows that the 110-kV CSAL generates 23.5% less intensity Ethan
the ordinary single-circuit one. With the combination of 750/220 kV, a
clEJ1ranceof at least 13 mis required for the 750-kV circuit, and with combinations of 750/330 and 750/400 kV, at least 13.5 m. A comparison of these
CSAL to the usual single-circuit EPL at these clearances indicates that the
reduction of E constitutes 30.8, 40.6 and 43%, respectively.
The carrying capacity of CSAL depends on the combination of voltages in the
circuits and it is at a maximum when they are the same.
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The 750/750-kV CSAL variant, with horizontal arrangement of phases is illustrated in Figure 7c. When all the phases of CSAL are approximated (pulled
together in the middle of the span) to the minimum permissible distance of 5 m,
the value of intensity E generated by the CSAL, according to the data in
Figure 5, constitutes 10,6 kV/m with a clearance of h = 11 m (point 6 in
Figure 7a), which is 37.7% lower than with the usual 750-kV EPL with the
same clearance, and E = 7 kV/m with a clearan.ce of h = 13.0 m (point 6'), which
is 45.7% lower than with the usual 750-kV line at the same clearance, whereas
with h::;: 13.5 m E == 6.4 kV/m (point 6"), which is 46.7% lower;

If we compare the levels of intensity generated by a 750-kV CSAL and an
ordinary single-circuit 750-kV aerial line, it is obvious that it is possible
to lower significantly the ecological effects of alternating current EPL, when
they are executed in.the form of CSAL.
Thus, the intensity of the electric field generated by an alternating current
EPL near the ground surface can be reduced without altering the clearance
by 10~15% for single-circuit, triple-phase ELP by approximating the phases
to the minimum permissible distance, with due consideration of interphase
overvoltages, and by 16-46% when they are constructed in the form of'.
controllable self-compensating lines.
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MAGNETIC EFFECTS IN BIOLOGY

MoscowUSPE.KHI SOVREMENNOY BIOLOGII in Russ ian Vol. 63,
No 1, 1967 pp54 -71
[Arti cle by M. M. Vilen chik (Moscow), Insti tute of
Virol ogy imei;u. D. I.
Ivano vskiy , USSR Academy of Medi cal Scien ces]
[Text ] More recen tly, resea rch on the biolo gical
effec ts of stead y magn etic
field s [SMF'] was sign ifica ntly stimu lated by the needs
of astro naut ics. It
is not by chanc e that many studi es deali ng with this
ques tion were pursu ed
in the Unite d State s in accor dance with the progr am
of the American Asso cia.' tio11 for Expl orati on of Space (Beis cher, 1965 ).
This is relat ed to the fact
that space resea rch prbpo ses to use stron g SMF' for
the purpo se of both protecti ng spac ecraf t crews from cosm ic radia tion and
in magn etohy drody namic
engin es of rocke ts (Nale x, 1961; Shen, 1963; Golde
ne, 1964 ). In addit ion,
the inten sity of magn etic field s in inter plan etary
space and on the surfa ce
of plane ts that are close st to us is tens of thous
ands of times lower than
the inten sity of earth 's magn etic field (Dolg inov,
Pushk ov, 1963 ).
In view of the broad use of. perm anent magn ets in scien
tific resea rch and
indu stry, hygie ne is also confr onted with a number
of probl ems (Vyal ov,

1964 ).

Thus, the ques tion of effec ts on the body of SMF' diffe
ring sign ifica ntly
from the "back groun d" again st which they evolv ed (abou
t 0.5 Oe) is no longe r
of purel y acade mic inter est. However, there is a
popu lar view among researc hers that SMF' are not a biolo gical ly activ e facto
r (Ackerman, 1962 ). One
of the prem ises for form ation of this opini on is appa
rentl y the 'fact that,
until recen tly, infor matio n on this score had not
been conc entra ted, altho ugh
there are seve ral short surve y artic les in the world
wide liter ature (Beis cher,
1962 ; Beck er, 1963 ), while in the Unite d State s the
proce eding s on an inter natio nal symposium deali ng with biom agnet ic effec ts
have been publi shed (M.
Barno thy, 1964 ).
In this artic le, we shall not discu ss works deali ng
with the effec ts of SMF'
on in vitro activ ity of enzymes and certa in other
biolo gical syste ms
(Mogendovich, 1947; Ferre n, 1964; Smith , 1963 ).
Discu ssion of this serie s of exper imen ts requ ires
comp rehen sive desc riptio n
of cond ition s under which they were cond ucted , while
discu ssion of the resu lts
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obtained would require a long excursion into the field of physics of magnetic·
·phenomena and magnetochem istry.
J

The values of intensities of magnetic fields and gradients thereof are given
in the form indicated in the cited works, although the authors of these
works sometimes erroneously express the intensity of magnetic fields in
gauss, rather than oersted. Since magnetic permeabilit y of air, water, as
well as biopolymets (Mulay, 1964) and cells (Snettle, 1963), is very close
to one, the observed confusion of terminology is not of substantial significance.
1.

Directional Effects

Experience shows that biological systems as a whole and parts thereof are
not magnetized; however, .several researchers have observed in recent years
that magnetic fields have a directional effect on them.
Sickle-cell erythrocyte s, i.e., erythrocyte s isolated from the blood o-f
patientssuf fering from sickle cell anemia, are the simplest biological system
in which this phenomenon was discovered. Under deoxygenati on conditions,
erythrocyte s were perpendicul ar to the field force lines.in a 350 Oe field.
One could easily redirect such erythrocyte s in an alternating 60..:Hz electromagnetic field. The effects were observed under a microscope equipped with
.a special tray, that made it possible to put the preparation in the inter-.
pole gap of the magnet. When there was sufficient oxygen in the system no
effect was observed, and there was no orientation of normal erytrhocyte s in
the magnetic field (Murayama, 1965). Ambrouse (1965) put a glass tube with
motile Chara plant cells in a 2000 G magnetic field. The live cells
oriented themselves perpendicul arly to the field, regardless to the position
. of the tube in relation to field force lines; this effect was not observed
in inactivated cells. This phenomenon is apparently related to the effect
of the magnetic field on rotatory movement of protoplasm. Indeed, in the
. report of Ambrouse, during the experiment such movement accelerated or decelerated by over 20%, depending on its direction in relation to the directlon
of the field. These data confirm the results of early research (Ssawostin,
1930) on the effects of magnetic fields on protoplasmi c flow in cells. It
was shown that if protoplasm moves in a 7000 G field parallel to the force
lines, there is a 15-30% reduction in-rate of movement; but if protoplasm
moves perpendicul arly to the field, it accelerates or decelerates by 30-50%.
The effect of the field was manifested gradually or a short time after it
was turned on.
In the above-menti oned work of Ambrouse, another phenomenon is also reported:
when the cells are near a magnetic pole they are attracted to it. Other
authors observed an analogousbi omagnetic effect on paramecia (Kogan, Tikhonova,
1965). They found that migration of paramecia from end to end of a capillary
tube filled with water undergoes consistent changes in an SMF (700-800 Oe).
In the control, the time spent at both ends of a tube in a magnetic field
is not the same and this is statistical ly reliable. Asymmetry of movement
appears after a short latency period, with retention of infusoria at the
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south pole, which gradually disappears after the field is removed. Several
other findings made by authors are c:1lso indicative.of the fact that paramecia
are "attracted" to the south pole and repelled from the north pole.
There was also a change in spatial distribution of D. melanogaster fruit flies
and topography of deposition of eggs under the influence of the field. The
flies concentrated and the number of eggs they laid increased in areas
adjacent to the poles of a permanent magnet· and decreased in the interpolar
space (Kogan, 1965).
In a long series of studies pursued by Brown and his colleagues in his laboratory (Brown, 1959, 1960, 1962, 1964; Barnwell, 1961; Brown, Barnwell, 1962;
Brown et aL, 1964), a comprehensive investigation was.made of several worms,
snails and certa,in other organisms in a geomagnetic field and 1in an SMF field
of 5-10 G. A special breeder was used in these studies, from.which the
organisms went onto a tray
divided into sectors. All facto:r::,s that could
serve as landmarks for the organisms were eliminated, and we recorded the
sector of the tray into which they crawled. The studies were conducted
under three various magnetic conditions: 1) in the field of earth; 2) in the
field of a magnetic bar placed perpendicularly to the exit from the breeder;
3) the field of the same magnet, bu_t placed parallel to the exist.
It was found that upon exiting on the tray from the breeder the planaria
turn slightly to the west or east, depending on the phase of the moon. When
placed in an artificial 4 G magnetic field, these turns did not change when
the exit was toward the north or south pole of the magnet, but they were
shorter if the field lines were perpendicular to the exit.
In the case of
lateral illumination of the exit, the angle of deviation of the planaria
away from the source changed in a magnetic field. The effect was related
to the direction and intensity of the field, time of day and season, as well
as direction of illumination.
In the experiments with snails, the exit to the tray was in the direction
of the south pole. To rule out the influence of the light source, there
was uniform and continuous illumination of the tray [platform]. At first,
deviation to the east or west was recorded (to the right or left, respectively).
It was established that snails have an "internal clock": in the morning they
come out slightly to the right, at noon to the left and in thelevening again
to the right. When a permanent magnet of 1.7 G was placed near the exit,
there was an increase in angle of deviation of the snails from the midline,
with both parallel and perpendicular location of the lines. However, in the
former case the effect was more visible at noon and in the latter, at midnight.
Directional reactions ·were also observed in the experiments using a revolving,
horizontal magnetic field of 5 G, and the choice of direction corresponded to
the ones observed when snails turn in earth's magnetic field (Brown et al.,
1964). The sensitivity to changes in field direction is gre'.itest in the
range of 0.1-0.4 G and it decreases as it approaches either limit.
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The effect of the magnetic field persists for at least 3-5 min after the
organisms leave the field.
After exposure to a horizontal field that is stronger than earth's field,
the snails react to the latter by making a much shorter counterclockwise .
turn than before the experiment. These, facts are indicative of adaptability
and a high decree of specialization of the physiological mechanisms responsible
for these.reactions.

.

Palmer used a method analogous to the preceding one (1963) in experiments :with
Volvox algae, referable to flagellate unicellular.organisms. In his experiments there was an exit into a corridor separated into sectors of 10° in a
circle. The sector on the axis of the exit facing the magnetic south pole of
earth was aesignated with a 0 and the others with numbers from +8 to -8.
With each exit, a notation was made of the sector number into which the algae
emerged. In earth's field, the angle of deviation from the midline constituted
a mean of 4.6°. When a 5 G permanent magnet was placed near the exit, this
angle increased reliably: to 6.6° when the magnet was in a north-south direction and 11.5° when it was placed in an east-west direction. A total of 90
organisms was used in each experiment. The results of about 7000 experiments
were submitted to statistical processing. The probability that the obtained
results were related to random turning of.the snails constituted 10- 9 •
'I

In the last few years many findings have been accumulated indicative of the
great sensitivity of insects to magnetic fields (Schneider, 1960, 1973;
Becker, 1963).
It was found that various insects (termites, flies, crickets, May beetles and
-o-thers) ·· orient their body, both in flight and when landing, mainly in the
direction of the force lines of earth's field or perpendicularly to them •. This
predominant orientation was demonstrable·under both natural and laboratory
conditions. It was also learned that odors, material of which the tray was
made, posi:tion of the sun and illumination are not the cause. of this orientation.
We should also dwell briefly on the widely discussed question of the capacity
of birds to use magnetic fields as landmarks during flight (Slepian, 1948;
Geagley, 1951; M. Barnothy, 1964; Grive, 1964.
In particular, it was shown (Geagley, 1951) that attachment of small magnets
to the wirigs of pigeons induced severe impairment of their navigation: in most
cases, th~se pigeons "could not find" their way home, as tliey did before. In
control experiments, attachment of dummies similar in weight and shape to the
experimental magnets did not impair the birds' navigation. The author of the
quoted work gathered many reports and personal observations, indicating that
birds "go astray" when.flying close to radio stations and radar installations,
although in this instance one should bear in mind primarily the influence of
variable magnetic fields on the birds •
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Mammals are apparently capable of "perceiving" the direction of the magnetic
field gradient, and in this regard the following report of M. Barnothy (1964)
is interesting: A glass tube containing mice was placed in a heterogeneous
magnetic field in such a manner that the tube axis was perpendicular to the
vector of the field gradient (both the tube axis and vector were in the horizontal plane). It was found that, under such conditions, the mice always
assumed a position with the chest and abdomen slightly turned upward, in the
direction of the gradient. When the tube revolved around the horizontal
axis, the mice also changed their position, assuming the previous one in
relation to the gradient, so that the head and abdomen with the equilibrium
organ were in the region of maximum intensity; the direction of the "bottom"
was 20° away from the vertical plane.
French researchers (Rocar, 1964) have more recently reported on the unique
(and very great) sensitivity of man to the direction of the field gradient.
It has been long known in geology that certain individuals can locate deep
subterranean water by means of a flexible willow rod (the phenomenon is
called the dowser reflex). At the same time, it was found that the location
of subterranean water and the intensity gradient of a magnetic field are
related to some extent. The fact that expressly the magnetic field was the
"landmark" in the studies with the willow rod is substantiated experimentally
by Tromp and Rocar. They discovered that some people are capable of perceiving magnetic fields with a gradient of 0.001 Oe/m. Reflex movements,
similar to the dowser reflex, occurred in people if they moved at a rate,
at which the magnetic field changed on the order of several tenths of an
oersted per second.
We can mention one feature in common, inherent in all
effects discussed: they occur immediately after using
change in its gradient. This distinguishes them from
effects, for the appearance or manifestation of which
required (occasionally even years).

of the directional
a magnetic field or
most other biomagnetic
a certain time is

In one of the simplest of the above-discussed cases of orientation, the
mechanism of the phenomenon appears to be clear. It is known (Murayama, 1964)
that the heme planes in a sickle cell erythrocyte are parallel to its long
axis. This apparently leads to the fact that the diamagnetic susceptibility
of the sickle cell erythrocyte is much lower along the axis of the erythrocyte than perpendicularly to it. This difference is so great that the
orientation moment occurring in the field is sufficient to turn the body of
the erythrocyte. For expressly this reason, "normal" erythrocytes, in which
the molecules do not present such marked predominant orientation (Drake,
1963), or sickle cell erythrocytes, in the case of an oxygen supply when
this orientation of molecules is impaired, are not subject to the directional
influence of the field (Murayama, 1965a).
Numerous speculative arguments would be required to prove that all of the
observed directional effects are based on the above mechanism, so that they
are omitted here. What other causes could be involved in orientation of
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·biological systems in a: magnetic field? One would think that orga.nisms.contain sometime like magnetic pointers (such as, for example, heavy otoliths,
which are the organ for perception of force of gravity), but all efforts to·
find such organs, that could serve for magnetic reception, have not yet led
to definite results (Montgomery, 1963).
·

If, as M. Barnothy believes (1964) that the otoliths serve as such an organ
(by virtue of their. paramagnetic properties), this would open up an interesting opportunity to use magnetic fields t.o eliminate sensations of weightlessness.
Electromagnetic induction, appearing when an organism moves·in relation to
the lines of a magnetic field, is another mechanism responsible for orienta~
tion, as believed by a number of authors.. In this regard, Halkington (Grive,
1964) assumes that the pecten in the eyes of birds is the organ for percep-tion of magnetic fields. This pecten is formed by a membrane that is connected
to the optic nerve and profusely supplied with lymph. But since lymph is an
electrolyte, depending on the rate of change in field intensity and according
·to the law of electromagnetic induction, a potential gradient appears, and it
is perceived by the optic nerve.
Thus, according to Halkington, a bird can "see" the direction of earth's
magnetic force lines and choose the correct direction from them. However,
this is unlikely. Estimates show that in an 0.1 Oe field, with a bird in
flight, the force of current in its pecten does not exceed 10- 19 A, which
is quite infinitesimal. This current should stop soon in the case of uniform movement and actually exists only when there is a change in direction
of flight.
M. Barnothy discussed another mechanism of "perceptiorl'of magnetic fields
by birds, also related to the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction. He
called attention to the fact that, in flight associated with flapping of the
wings, a potential gradien't should appear in the latter as a result of
bisecting the lines of earth's field. Current so generated, though very low,
cannot be ruled out as having a "signaling" effect on the avian nervous
system. This mechanism is definitely not the basis of directional effects
in organisms .that propel themselves slowly, for example, snails.
2.

Changes in Reflex Activity of Animals in Magnetic Fields

In the magnetic fields tested thus far (up to several thousand oersted), it
was possible to develop conditioned reflexes to these fields in fish (Kholodov,
1958), but· not in birds (Kholodov, 1958; Orgell, Smith, 1956). The same
researchers observed changes in conditioned reflect activity (usually inhibition), motor activity (Kholodov, El'darov, 1964) and behavioral reactions
(Neville, 1955) of different animals in magnetic fields.
Yu. A. Kholodov, who is working particularly intensively in this direction,
concluded that the influence of magnetic fields is "analogous to the action
of other mild stimuli, the effects of which often amount merely to corrective
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influences" (Kholodov, 1958). According to the data of this author, the
reaction of the central nervous system is unrelated to stimulation of optic
receptors,and the magnetic field has a direct effect on the diencephalon
(Kholodov, 1965).
There has been an interesting report on a study of the electroencephal ogram
(EEG) of amphibians under the influence of a 2SOO G magnetic field (lower
fields did not alter the EEG), the force lines of, which were perpendicular
to the brain stem of the animals (Becker, 1963).
The results of that study amount to demonstration of changes in the EEG under
these conditions, that are inherent in moderate anesthesia;.the re was a corresponding change in behavior of the animals: they became immobile within the
field. According to the data of Schneider (1963), "excitability" of flies
was observed when placed in a 40 Oe field. In stronger magnetic fields, the
flies became immobile several minutes after being put in the fields,
Reports of changes in the EEG of pigeons in a magnetic field were made at
the 12th Astronomical Congress (Gualtierotti, 1963). A preliminary study revealed that there is a change in spontaneous activity of the pigeon cerebellum
at a specified field "threshold," 230 G. This study also demonstrated an
increase in reaction of the pigeon cerebellum to acceleration of force of
gravity with concurrent exposure to 100-300 Oe fields; the extent of increase
in amplitude of the EEG reaction was approximately proportionate to field
intensity within the tested range.
Kholodov et al, (1963) made a study of the EEG of a rabbit whose head was
placed in a 1000 Oe field. Tracings were made for 1 min before exposure,
3 min in the field and 1 min after. Most often, the reaction (which was
unstable) was manifested by appearance of slow, high-amplitude oscillations
in the parietal region and oscillations of the spindle type in the frontal
region, which is also indicative of the inhibitory effect of the field.
The effect of the magnetic field increased when nervous system stimulants
were given concurrently.
Electric current is induced in tissues of the organism when ari animal moves
in a magnetic field (in the case of a motionless animal at the time the
field is turned on and off). However, the level of this current is very
low in a spontaneously mobile animal.
In experiments on pigeons (Gualtierotti, 1963), the same·biomagnet ic effects
were observed at different rates of achievement of maximum magnetic field.
This apparently rules out the possibility of interpreting the obtained
results in relation to induced current.
However, estimates show that the electromotive force appearing in a "gold"
fish as it moves in a 5000 G field is of the order of a tenth of a millivolt,
whereas in some fish reactions to electric fields were observed on the order
of hundredths of a millivolt (Valentinuzzi, 1964).
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Perhaps, in some cases, the Hall potential gradient is of some significance,
but to evaluate·it one has to know the concentration and mobility of current
carriers in the system put in a magnetic field. We do not yet have such data
for biological systems. The magnitude of the Hall effect in a secondary
conductor (eletrolyte) is quite infinitesimal (Starostenko, 1953) •..
Becker (1961) reported on demonstration of the Hall effect in a.neural conductor placed perpendicularly to the force lines of a magnetic field. However,
even .if the transverse potential gra,dient does occur in a biological system
placed in a magnetic field, it should be interpreted as a change in electric
activity in tissue as a result of increase or decrease in permeability of
. its membrane, :rather than electromotive force of Hall.
Indeed, in experiments in vitro in a magnetic field, there was a change in
permeability of tissues to ions (Bianchi, 1963; Knoll, 1963; Gualtierotti,
1964). In this regard, of i~terest are the studies made of myocardial
fibrils of the garden snail placed in a 15,000 G magnetic field (Malazonitis,
1965). The electrographic data of this experiment revealed distinct hyperpolarization of fibrillar membranes, which is apparently related to a change
in ionix flux of potassium and sodium under the influence of the field. The
effect depended strongly on temperature, which is indicative of its link to
"active" transport of K"r and Na+. There are indications of increased acti""'.
vity of cholinesterase in a myoneural cardiovagal preparation when placed in
a 4000-15,000 G magnetic field (Yong, Goffman, 1965).
This was indicated by the increased rate of hydrolysis of acetylcholine in
the preparation and elimination of the effects of the magnetic field (arrhythmia, extension of refractory period) by physostigmine.
In conclusion, it should be noted that, although changes in various functional
properties of myoneural tis.sue in vitro were obser.ved by many authors (Petrov,
1930; Erdman, 1955; Selivanova, Erdman, 1956; Kholodov, 1963, 1964), in the
comprehensive study of Liberman (1959) no influence on excitability of the
neuralconducto r was demonstrable in a 10,000 G field.
We shall briefly discuss the reasons for contradictory results obtained by
different authors with magnetic field experiments.
3.

Magnetotropism

The reactions of biological objects to magnetic fields we have discussed
usually are observed immediately after beingput in such fields. Data are
being accumulated on another type of reaction, when a long time is required
(ranging from hours to years) for it to appear. Most often, such effects were
demonstrated when observing the growth and development of organisms in a
magnetic field.
As far back as 1930, it was shown that one can enhance the growth of a number
of plants by exposing them to a homogeneous 2000 G field (Ssawostin, 1930).
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Somewhat later, these data were confirmed on seeds of other plants (Murphy,
These works, like the findings of Puma (1952) and Schneider (1958)
concerning the specific orientation of growing stems and roots of different
plants in the geomagnetic field, did not attract the attention of researchers.
But nports of the discovery of so-called magnetotropisms prompted lively
interest. It was found that growing roots lead toward the magnetic south
pole (Krylov, Tarakanova, 1960, that there is stimulation of stem and root
growth at this pole (Krylov, Tarakanova, 1960; Krylov, 1961; Bol, 1963), as
well as that plant organs growing in a heterogeneous magnetic field lean
toward the side of lower field intensity (Audus, 1960). The results reported
by Audus were subsequently repeated both by him and other researchers (Audus,
1962, 1964; Wisch, 1963). Montgomery et al. (1963) also observed a marked
influence of a 1200 Oe heterogeneous magnetic field on the growth of barley
seedlings. The direction and magnitude of the effect were related to the
position in the field of the meristematic parts of the plants. Maximum growth
rate was observed when the growth region of the plant was in the area of
maximum field intensity and its influence gradually decreased as the roots
grew away from the field. The conclusion that magnetic fields affected
plant growth only (or mainly) through the meristematic parts of their organs
was also confirmed by other data (Mericle, 1964).

1942).

Pittman (1962, .1963, 1964) conducted a large series of studies dealing with
magnetobiology of plants. He demonstrated on extensive material that plants
"tend" to direct their roots in earth's north-south direction. Plants
oriented in this direction grow more intensively and to larger sizes than
when they are at an angle to the force lines of the geomagnetic field.
Analogous results were obtained with artificial 2540 G magnets. An interesting conclusion of these studies is that there is a "threshold" level of field
intensity that induces an effect. The data of A. I. Mochalkin et al. (1962)
are remarkable; they investigated the influence of magnetic fields on
sprouting of cereal plant seeds, and they observed the maximum stimulating
effect in fields of a specific intensity (1700, 2800 Oe).
There is a phase of cell division and a phase of cell stret·ching in plant
growth. It was found that magnetic fields affect both phases, but more so
the stretching phase (Novitskiy et al., 1965).
More recently, biomagnetic effects on plants have been investigated on the
molecular level (Mericle, 1964; Novitskiy, 1965; Zabotin, 1965). Although
the results obtained from these studies do not yet make it possible to
causatively relate them to data pertaining to the effects of fields on the
intensity and direction of plant growth, the first quantitative data
(Wisch, 1963; Audus, 1964) on the angle of root deviation as function of
time of exposure to a magnetic field and link between rate of reaction to
distance from maximum value of the product o f ~ are indicative of the
fact that the effect is unrelated to the known phenomenon of expulsion of the
diamagnetic specimen from the region of maximum intensity. The direct
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experiments of Audus (1964), involving placement of a paraffin block near
the growing part of the root, confirm this conclusion.
·
The same author also demonstrated that a change in distribution of starch
granules (aminoplasts) is not the cause of magnetotropism. We could have
applied the most conventional hypothesis on the role of growth hormones,
auxins, in the effects of geotropism . to the phenomenon: of magnetotropism, but
we still have no experimental data concerning the distribution of auxins in
plants that grow in magnetic fields. Evidently, magnetic fields only affect
the intensively growing meristematic parts of plant organs. Interestingly
enough, the gravitation field has the same property.
4.

..

Functional and Morphological Changes in Animals Exposed to Magnetic
Fields for Long Periods of Time

Barnothy et al. (J. B.arnothy, 1948, 1960, 19.62, 1964; M. Barnothy, 1958,
1963, 1964) conducted an extensive study dealing with the biological effects
of SMF on mammals, so that it is expedient to limit ourselves to the most
important results they obtained.

1. .Food intake increases by 14% when animals are in afield and it decreases
when they are away from it. At the same time, animal activity increased by
5-% after the experiments.
2. C57 females gave birth to offspring weighing 20% less in a 2500 G field··
than control animals (the difference persisted thorughout the life cycle of
experimental and control offspring). Exposure of females to a 3100 G field
.led to death of their offspring a few days after birth, whereas in a 4800 G
field the embryos were resorbed in the uterus.
3. Several studies demonstrated retarded growth of young mice, with maximum
weight drop on the 2d day of exposure to a magnetic field ( the 11 2:..day ·.
minimum" effect, as it is called by M. Barnothy), this minimum recurring
when the animals are exposed to the field again thereafter. This effect
was more marked in females than males, and less in heterogeneous fields than
homogeneous ones. The tested magnetic field did not affect the weight of
adult mice.
4. When.animals were put in the magnetic field at the early stages of
their development, the adaptation phenomenon was subsequently observed in
them.
5. Mice. exposed to a field (400 G with gradient of 30 G/cm) for 1 week when
they were 1 month old "looked young" at the. age of 400 days, which is the
period of advanced "old age."
6. Exposure of the animals to such a field for 3-6 weeks ·induced the followi~hematologica l changes: . 30-40% decrease in segmented nuclear leukocytes,
then a 20% increase after the experiment, as compared to normal; concurrently·
lymphocytosis was observed after the experiment.
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The dynamics of hematological changes in peripheral blood and bone marrow
indicate that the life expectancy of leukocytes is shorter fat the first
few days of exposure to the field, which leads to a decreased amount thereof
in peripheral blood. Then there is temporary activation of bone marrow, but
its activity is depressed by the 30th day Q.,f exposure. Lymphoid tissue is
stricken somewhat more than bone marrow, so that the neutrophil to lymphocyte
ratio increases. After the animals are removed from the field, there is regeneration of hemopoietic organs, which leads to an increase in blopd corpuscles in peripheral blood. As is usually the case with numerous other
deleterious factors, regeneration leads to excessive production of cells.
In experimental animals, red cells did not usually differ from normal levels;
however, in fields with large gradients there was a 60% increase in erythrocyte content on the 13th day of exposure to the field.
In addition to Barnothy, several other authors studied the changes in the
above physiological parameters of animals under the influence of fields.
McLean (1959) and Gross (1964) observed analogous changes in growth of mice
and their white blood cells.
However, Eiselein (1961) failed to demonstrate changes in red blood cells or
growth rate of young mice exposed to a field of 8800-14,000 G with a gradient
of 400 G/cm. Perhaps this is related to the fact that a horizontally di~
rected magnetic field was used, whereas vertical magnetic fields must be used
to obtain a biomagnetic effect (J. Barnothy, 1964; M. Barnothy, 1964).
Early developing Gallus domesticus embryos were found to be rather sensitive
to low intensity (1. 1-3 .1 Oe) magnetic fields. A comparison was made of the
growth index at the end of 2 days of incubation and geographic orientation
(i.e., direction of the tail-head direction) of 200 embryos in the field
and 108 controls. In the experiment, a statistically reliable decrease in
blastoderm. diameter, appearance of pathological deviations, especially with
reference to the central nervous system, were demonstrated. In the experimental embryos, 85% of the heads were oriented to the north or south and
15% to the east or west, whereas in the control this applied to 52 and 48%,
respectively (Veneziano, 1965).
In several studies, Gross demonstrated slower wound healing and diminished
immunological reactions of animals in a field of 4000 G with a gradient of
500 G/cm (Gross, Smith, 1961; Gross, 1962, 1963, 1964). Analogous immunological changes were demonstrated with the use of various tests, antigen doses
and times of exposure to fields of 2000-7000 Oe (Vasil'yev, 1965). A plasmocytic reaction in iinmunocompetent tissue was also observed, while humoral
immunological reactivity (serogram, lysozyme content) did not change.
In this study it was found that the influence of magnetic fields on immunobiological parameters is not necessarily referable to depression. Indeed,
in other studies, both in vivo (Jitariu, 1965) and in vitro (Foner, 1963;
Smith, 1963; Hackel, 1964), enhancement of immunological reactions was observed under the influence of fields.
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·. Diverse morphological changes were observed by u•.· B~rnothy, alorig with.
Swedish pathoanatomists (Barnothy, 1964),in-the organs of -mice exposed to·a
homogeneous 4200 G magnetic field. The reaction referable to the liver and
adrenals was analogous to the one after exposing mice to various toxic
agents.
The. bone marrow presented a reliable change in megakaryocyte content. All
these changes were demonstrable 200 days after exposure to the field, but
when organs were examined immediately after exposure there was necrobiosis in
the liver but no ~hanges in the adrenals.
The spleen was found tobe quite sensitive to magnetic fields: proliferation
of white pulp and tumor-like regeneration were observed in it •. In mice exposed to a 7000 Oe field for 500 h, immediately after removal from the field
the macroscopic findings on organs were characterized by impairment of blood · ·and lymph dynamics, with frequent effusions of blood in the lungs, and edema,
especially of the testes. There were also numerous histological changes in
the testes, in the form of necrobiotic and degenerative processes (Toroptsev,
Garganeyev, 1965).
Analogous pathological changes were observed after exposure to a 200 Oe field
for 6.5 h (Gorshenina, 1965). In this case, a group of young animals was
compared to adult animals. In the former group, there was severe involvement
of testicular epithelium, and in other organs the nature of changes was the
same as in adult guinea pigs.
Of the results of special studies dealing with demonstration of pathomorphological changes in the animal gastrointestina l tract, we were impressed by
the degenerative changes in conductors and cells of the nervous plexus of
the stomach and intestine. Aleksandrovskay a and Kholodov observed a neuroglial reaction in the rabbit brain to magnetic fields (1965).
These data reinforce the opinion that magnetic fields affect the organism
chiefly through their influence on regulatory systems. The particular sen~
sitivity to magnetic fields of animals at the early stages of development,
as well as of germinative and hemopoietic tissues, is apparently due to the
inhibitory effect of magnetic fields on cell division. Some decrease in
mitotic activity of tissues in vitro was repeatedly observed (Dolorenzi, 1961;
Butler, 1962, 1964; Mulay, 1961; Beischer, 1962; Green, Halpern, 1965), although
this effect canriot always be reproduced (Hall, 1964; Halpern, 1964). Decreased
oxygen uptake by tissues was also observed in a magnetic• field (Vernon,
Nutini, 1963, 1964) and, according to these data, with increase in age
(length) of the embryo its tissue becomes less and less sensitive to the magnetic field. As we know, these distinctions of the effects of the magnetic
factor are also inherent in ionizing radiation.
5.

Changes in Radiation Effects Under the Influence of Magnetic Fields

It was discovered long ago (Forsbery, 1940) that Drosophila eggs, pre-exposed
to a 6000 G field, are then more radiosensitive: the death rate of eggs after

exposure to 165 R radiation was 16.8% higher than in the. control, and this is
5 times greater than the mean error factor of the experiment. The effect was
unrelated to temperature.
In the study .of Amer (1963), Tribolum confusum pupae were exposed to x-rays
in doses 1200-2500 Rina 3000 G magnetic field, and wing abnormalities were
already demonstrable in adult organisms in 7 days. Control insects were kept
under identical conditions.· In the experimental group of insects there were
54.1±1.53% wing abnormalities, versus 93.4±1.4% in the control insects.
The death rate did not exceed 3% in both batches of pupae.
Mice pre-exposed to a 4200 G field with a 30 G/cm gradient for 14 days were
lessradiosensitive to gamma radiation according .to the weight curve, hema·.· tological indices, spleen weight and mortality rate (J. Barnothy, 1960; M.
Barnothy, 1963, 1963). An appreciable effect of magnetic fields was also
observed in several other organisms, on which lethal radiobiological effects
were studied (Stephanes-Newsham, 1965). With reference to these data, it is
interesting to note that plant radiosensitivity also undergoes definite
change under the influence of magnetic fields. Exposure of irradiated
seeds to a 3000 G magnetic field attenuated the radiation effect of growth
retardation, and the greater the radiation lesion, the less marked the
protection (Mericle, 1964). A magnetic field and radiation had a synergistic
effect on the rate of seed germination.
When pea seedlings were placed in an 8000 Oe magnetic field after irradiation
there was a 1.5-fold increase in number of anaphases with chromosomal aberrations. Analogous changes in the cytogenetic effect of radiation were observed
in a 200,000 Oe pulsed magnetic field (Pozolotin, 1965).
The experimental data, which are sparse thus far, are indicative of the fact
that magnetic fields are capable of altering the radfosensitivity of organisms.
Of course, the effect will vary, depending on whether the organisms are put
in a field before, during or after irradiation. In the case of exposure to
the magnet:i,c field prior to irradiation there may be summation of magnetic
and radiobiological effects. When the object is irradiated while in a
magnetic field, there is a change in range of the tracks of secondary electrons.
It is only in the case of exposure to a magnetic field before irradiation of
mice that we can indicate the mechanism of this protective action. Radiation,
which injures hemopoietic tissue, reduces the number of leukocytes in peripheral blood, which has serious and, sometimes, fatal, consequences for the
organism. On the other hand, pre-exposure to a magnetic field subsequently
leads to leukocytosis. Thus, the magnetic effect appears to compensate the
radiobiological one.
6.

Inhibition of Tumor Growth in Magnetic Fields

References to early works dealing with this question can be found in the publication of Lenzi (1940), who worked with Ehrlich's carcinoma. It was found
that keeping primary material in.a magnetic field did not affect its subsequent growth when inoculated inwhite mice. A very negligible percentage of
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tumors appeared in animals kept in a.magne tic field for 8 ha day innnedia teiy
after inocula tion. On the other hand, tumors develope d just as they did in
the control , in animals who already had a develope d tumor (the size of a
· -large nut) and were put in a field for 8 h a day, for 15 days, 12 days after
inocula tion.
Among the latest reports on this subject, the studies of Gross, summariz ed
in his disserta tion (1960, 1964b), are notable for their systema tic nature.
He demonst rated an increase in surviva l of tumor-b earing animals when they
were exposed to a magnetic field prior to inocula tion of the tumor. Six
differen t types of tumors were used in these experim ents.
Barnothy (J. Barnothy , 1959~ 1960; M. Barnothy , 1963, 1964) reported on analogous results. Exposure of mice to a magneti c field leads to retarded developme nt of inoculat ed tumors, increase d mean life expectan cy and decrease d
metasta ses. There are particu larly graphic recent data pertaini ng to resorption of T-2146 mammary gland homotra nsplants in animals exposed to a very
heteroge neous 3000 G field. In the control, such tumors usually do not re,;,.
sorb and 100% of the inoculat ed animals perish. But on the 5th-10th day of
.exposur e to a magneti c field, resorpti on was observed in 20-80% of the animals;
of particu lar interes t is the fact that the magnetic effect of tumor inhibition is also demonst rable in spontane ous breast tumors.
Experim ents with tissues in vitro are indicati ve of the great sensitiv ity of
tumors to magneti c fields, as compared to healthy tissues (Mulay, 1961;
Vernon, Nutini, 1964). As we know, an analogou s conclusi on is valid with
respect to the effects of radiatio n, and it is usually related to greater
mitotic activity of tumors.
Another importan t factor in the carcino lytic effects of fields is depressi on
of fibrolys is in them (Gross, 1964b)~ and it is known that tumor developm ent
is closely related to this process. The hemopoi etic reaction to magnetic
fields is also quite importan t to compreh ension of the nature of the effects
und~r discussi on.
7.

Genetic Effects of Magnetic Fields

The diverse effects of a magnetic field on developm ent and aging of animals,
incidenc e of spontane ous tumors and radiatio n effects could be based on the
effect of the field on the genetic system of cells and tissues. Demonstra-tion of the mutagen ic effect of magnetic fields on the classica l object of
geneti~ research , the Drosoph ila, is a direct method for the study of this
influenc e. It was reported long ago (Chevais , 1952) that insects with a
higher percenta ge of visible wing anomalie s develop from Drosoph ila eggs put
in a magnetic field for 24 h; there were also lethal mutation s.
It was also found that developm ent of second and third generati on Drosoph ila
in fields of 100, 600 and 1500 G did not lead to appearan ce of wing anomali es,
whereas in 3000 G fields such anomalie s were demons trable;a long with other
genetic effects (Mulay, 1964).

Recently , high-in tensity magnetic fields became accessib le to biologic al
research , and no genetic effects were demonst rated in Drosoph ila put in
homogeneous fields of 120,000 G (Beische r, 1964); however , Drosoph ila died
in heteroge neous 7000 G/cm fields (Beische r, 1961). It must be stressed that,
for technica l reasons, experim ents with high-in tensity fields can only be
conducte d for a short period of time, up to a few hours. Perhaps , this is
why the experim ents with them failed to demonst rate a mutagen ic effect.
Elevatio n of ambient tempera ture also has a mutagen ic effect on insects. Thus,
at 38°, only 74% of the pupae develop into adult insects and 5% have wing
anomali es; at.40°, not a single pupa undergoe s the shedding stage (Amer, 1965).
It was also found that, at each tempera ture level, exposure of the pupa to a
magnetic field reduces both the lethal and mutagen ic effect of tempera ture,
and the effect increase s with·inc rease in field intensit y. At an ambient
tempera ture of 39.5°, the effect of a 6200G field is equivale nt to a temperature reductio n of 1.5°.
The experim ents of Lewengood (1965) are another demonst ration of·insec t sensitivity to a mutagen ic agent under the influenc e of a magneti c field. He placed
bottles with insects on the surface of the south and north poles of a permanent magnet, so that they were in.a 300-1000 G field, and studied the
yield of Drosoph ila offsprin g per generati on as function of intensit y of cosmic radiatio n. It was found that the mean number of offsprin g per generati on
was higher in the experim ent than the control. Among the other conclusi ons
of this author, of interest is the fact that Drosoph ila raised outside the
magnetic field, but obtained from parents raised in such a field, generate d
offsprin g similar to "magnet ic" insects, i.e., there was heredita ry fixing
0£ the effect of the magnetic field.
8.

Do Magnetic Fields Affect Man?

As far back as the 19th century, when magnetic fields (1000-50 00 G) became
availab le to experim entation , studies were made of their effects on the human
body, and negative results were obtained with referenc e to pulse, respirat ion
and knee reflexes (Hermann, 1888).
The concepti on was then formed among research ers that magneti c fields do not
affect man; for this reason, there are only a few reports in the literatu re
on this score, but unfortun ately they are occasio nally unconvi ncing.
An effort was made to establis h a correlat ion between the daily fluctuat ions
of earth's magnetic field, number of leukocy tes in blood and diastoli c pressure
(Acvares , 1935). At the same time, a work was publishe d which reported , on
the basis of data referabl e to 4000 admissio ns of patients in psychia tric hospitals over a 5-year period .and 67 magnetic storms recorded within the same
period of time, that there was a definite link between these phenomena (Dull,
1935). In recent years, this question was again studied intensiv ely by a
team of American special ists, who processe d extensiv e data on compute rs. The
authors publ~she d several works, of which the most recent, summari zing one is
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th~ m:ost interesting (Friedman, 1963) •. · It was demonstrated t:hat there is
no·dtrect lirik between number of admissions in psychiatric hospitals of Syracuse and New York and the minor local fluctuations of the geomagnetic field
in these areas (although some correlation between these phenomena was noted).
At the same time, a direct link was established between number of admissions
and geomagnetic storms. However, quite reasonably, the authors of these
works indicate that one should proceedwith caution in interpreting the
results they obtained, since geomagnetic storms are associated with more
intensive fall-out of cosmic particles and intensive radiation, and the
role of these factors cannot, apparently, be entirely ruled out in the
nature of· the correlation under discussion.
Hansen has been concerned with experimental investigation of the effects of
magnetic fields on physiological processes in the human body for many years.
He reports that magnetic fields have a calming and sedative effect on acute
inflammation and a therapeutic effect on patients with thyrotoxicosis (Hansen,•··
1938). In his latest report (Hansen, 1949), a study was made of the skin
reaction to.histamine with exposure to a 1000 G field. The author concluded
that the ·magnetic effect depends on the condition of the nervous system,
concentration of histamine administered and interval between administration
of histamine and application of the field. Hansen attributes the reliable
attenuation of the reaction to histamine, observed in the experiment, to
stimulation of the parasympathetic nervous system by the magnetic field.
Recently, the effects of magnetic fields on the.human body were studied experimentally in the United
States. It is reported . that there are no sens.a.
tions whatsoever with exposure to a 20,000 G field for 15 min (Beischer, 1962,
1964). Beischer and Muller (1964) originally faiied to demonstrate marked
physiological or mental deviations from normal in two individuals under
magnetic protection for 10 days, when the intensity of the magnetic field to
which they 7 were exposed constituted 5x10- 4 G. However, in their report to
the annual meeting of the American Assocation of Space Medicine (Beischer,
1965), a change in light sensitivity of individuals exposed to such conditions
was reported. The effect consisted of gradual decline of threshold incidence
of fusion of light flashes. The fact that the magnetic field influenced
mental processes had already been demonstrated in the last century, by the
well-known French neuropathologist, Charcot; subsequently, these results were
repeatedly reproduced (at the Bekhterev Institute, among others); the effec.ts
were demonstrable primarily in individuals in a state of hypnosis or after
intake of stimulants (quoted in Kholodov, 1965b).
The results of a clinical survey of individuals employed in magnet-hardening
shops are also.indicative of the sensitivity of the human nervous system to
magnetic fields (Vyalov, 1964, 1965).
Of course, the results of clinical surveys of individuals exposed to special
magnetic conditions by virtue of their occupation can re properly interpreted
if we rule out the concomitant influence on the body of other deleterious
occupational factors, such as high temperature, noise and vibration.

.•

The study of the influence of magnetic fields on monkeys could yield valuable
information about the possible influence thereof on the human body. 0
In the studies of Beischer (1964), anthropoid monkeys were put in 20,00070, 000 G magnetic fields. He recorded ele_ctrical activity of the heart (EKG)
of experimenta l animals during and after exposure to the fields.
The following changes were demonstrate d after removal of the magnet: acceleration of heart rate, marked physiologic al arrhythmia, increase in the -EKG of
the T wave, proportiona te to intensity of the field used (the amplitude increased by 0.05 V per 10,000 G).
In this survey, we have discussed only the effects of a steady magnetic field;
however, it is deemed necessary to make one exception with respect to the
effects of magnetic fields. on man. We refer to phosphene, the photic sensations occuring with application to the head of alternating 10-90 G magnetic
fields. This effect, which was discovered already in the 19th c~ntury by
d'Arsonval, was investigate d very comprehensi vely by Barlow (1947), who
demonstrate d that there is maximum intensity of phosphene in a specific frequency .range. The area of luminescenc e included a specific field of vision,
but never the fixation points. .The time of· light perception increased with
increase in intensity. The intensity of phosphene is also related to the
field gradient. The light appears to flash at the field frequency. This
effect is, apparently, related to the influence of the magnetic field on
the retina, and it is at a maximum at a frequency of 20 Hz (Mogendovic h, 1955).
It was shown that phosphene is also induced by simply moving a permanent
magnet around the head (Vasil'yev, Gol'vas, 1946). There is a remarkable
study (Solov'yev, 1963), in which phosphene was studied in a self-experim ent
by the method of pulsed, exponential ly increasing fields with damping of extra
current. It was found thay the effect is a function of intensity and duration
of the magnetic field pulse, with unchanged electromoti ve force of induction.
The author of this work concludes that "the significanc e of induced electromotive force and current is not demonstrabl e in generation of phosphene under
the influence of a pulsed magnetic field and, consequentl y, the magnetic
field itself is biologicall y active," It was previously demonstrate d, by
means of calculation s, that induction electromoti ve force cannot explain the
observed phosphene effect (Liberman, 1958).
The history of therapeutic use of steady magnetic fields is lengthy and
dramatic, and it is linked with mesmerism. There are many works in the
worldwide literature, the authors of which report that they discovered the
therapeutic effectivene ss of steady magnetic fields. However, these reports,
often pretentious , are not convincing, since we cannot rule out the influence.
of psychothera peutic factors, although it was reported, at the Third Biometeorologi cal Congress (Koshbluen, 1964), that some well-docume nted data
would be presented there, indicative of the therapeutic effects of magnetic
fields in the treatment: of arthritis, septic ulcer and malignant tumors.
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Conclusion
The authors of most of the works cited in this survey limit themselves to a
qualitative, phenomenological description of different biological effects
of steady magnetic fields. However, the problem of biomagnetic effects can
be clearly elucidated only when sufficient quantitative data are gathered
on the dependence of the effects on field intensity, gradient, tim:e of
exposure to the magnetic factor and important variables of biological systems
and the environment.
·

It was found in several studies that a reaction of the organism is induced,.
starting at a certain threshold level of field intensity, and that the
·
effect is constant thereafter over a specific range of intensity levels. However, works reporting that the effect is at a maximum at certain "resonance"
levels of field intensity merit the closest scrutiny. An analogous correlation is demonstrable. in studies of changes in physical properties of water
put in a steady magnetic field (Klassen, 1965).
Data are accumulating to the effect that heterogeneous fields·influence biological systems differently from homogeneous ones, and occasionally they
are opposite one another. Evidently, the direction of the field and its
gradient, in relation to the horizon, .is also significant to "chaotically"
moving organisms, or in relation to the body axis of objects that move in
a specific direction in the field.
·
The temperature may rise by several degrees in the interpolar gap of a strong
electromagnet, and it is important to bear this in mind when working with
biological systems that are quite sensitive to the temperature factor. (It
must be noted that most current studies of biomagnetic effects are conducted
under carefully controlled temperature conditions.). Thus, it is imperative
to have knowledge about these parameters of the field and environment, in
order to interpret and compare the data of different authors. This
requires the participation in experiments of individuals with special
education in physics (for example, for evaluation of direction of force
lines, measurement of field gradient). It is also apparent that the contradictions and irreproducibility of results obtained by various authors may
be related to failure to consider these parameters. This could also be
related to the fact that, as it is found, similar objects are found to
differ in "magnetosensitivity" when studied by the same authors under the
same conditions. This was found in studies of erythrocyte agglutination
reactions under the influence of various agglutinating antibodies (Hackel,
1964), activity of different types of cells in tissue culture (Vernon, Nutini,
1963), growth of different varieties of rye in a magnetic field (Pittman,·
1964) and animals of different sex (Barnothy, 1960). The fact that, among
humans as well, there may be individuals with· sharply increased sensitivity
to magnetic fields (Rocar, 1964) is, apparently, of some interest to space
biology and occupational hygiene.
Perhaps the inconsistency of results obtained in studies of biomagnetic
effects reflects our ignorance about some important variables. If this is
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so, one can obtain information about these variables by investigating the
biological effects of steady magneti_c fields.
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